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5 Tips For Flextime In CPA Firms
A major bene�t for CPAs working in public accounting is the ability to work �extime.
What is �extime? While the de�nitions vary �rm to �rm, �extime can mean that you
work �exible hours, have compressed work weeks or follow seasonal scheduling.
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A major bene�t for CPAs working in public accounting is the ability to work �extime. 
What is �extime? While the de�nitions vary �rm to �rm, �extime can mean that you
work �exible hours, have compressed work weeks or follow seasonal scheduling.

Sounds great, doesn’t it?  Three and four day weekends, taking off early for kids’
soccer games, summer hours … the possibilities are endless! The reality of �extime,
however, is that it takes work to set it up, keep it going, and manage your workload
and career.

Here are some tips on how to create and work a successful �extime schedule.

1. Check Your Firm’s Policies

To begin, take a look at your �rm’s policies regarding �extime. Consider, as well, the
�rm’s of�cial (or unof�cial) stance on the expected number of work hours. The
�rm’s idea of �extime may differ radically from yours. A quick “Google” of �extime
reveals numerous sarcastic comments about “�exibly” being able to choose between
working 16 hours at the client’s of�ce, in the �rm of�ce or at home, or working half-
days “noon to midnight.” If you are pioneering the �rm’s �rst “real” �extime
schedule, expect it to take longer to put in place successfully, as you will likely
encounter unawareness of what is required and pushback in terms of work
performance expectations.

2. Adjust Your Scheduling

After your �extime schedule has been determined, meet with the work schedulers to
ensure that they are aware of your planned work hours and will schedule you
accordingly. Approval of a �extime schedule from the “top” doesn’t necessarily make
it through to those planning the work. Continued effort may be needed to keep work
schedulers aware of your �ex arrangement and to ensure that your �ex hours are
maintained. Advance checking is key here – you don’t want to advise the engagement
partner the day before the job is due to start that you are somehow unavailable.

3. Your Workload & Clients

Keep an eye on your workload and clients. Some clients may not be suitable for a �ex
schedule and will need to be pared from your client list. Workload creep is an
ongoing threat for several reasons, such as you feel guilty for leaving early, or you
want to �nish something before you leave and it ends up taking several hours. Think
carefully about your �ex schedule and how it can best work –in terms of team
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solidarity and client service. Perhaps a four-day workweek is more manageable than
�ve short days.

4. Get Your Supervisor On Board

Have a champion in your court – you need backing from above. Your
mentor/supervisor should be aware of and fully support your �ex schedule. This
person needs to be on the same wavelength so that you both understand why and
how the schedule will work. More importantly, your “champion” must be wiling
to weigh in on your behalf and protect you from “old timers” who believe face-time
is the best measure of work performance.

5. Don’t Lose Sight Of Your Career

Determine what impact, if any, the schedule will have on your career. In the past,
both men and women have complained that �extime threw their careers off track.
They were promoted more slowly and often felt their professional careers were
hindered. However, as �ex schedules become more common, detrimental career
effects can be reduced if not eliminated through careful planning and management.

A success story – “Mary” (who asked us not to use her actual name for this article),
now a tax manager in a national �rm, �rst raised the issue of �extime hours as a two-
year senior accountant.  At that time, she was working both in tax and audit. She
estimates that it took �ve years to successfully reach her current �ex schedule – full-
time (and overtime) during the busy season ( January to April) and a four-day work
week the rest of the year. As a �extime “pioneer” in her �rm, it took a while for Mary
and the �rm to reach mutual agreement on the hours to be worked and then a little
longer for the schedulers to understand and schedule her accordingly. Today,
Mary credits having a schedule that �ts her needs with keeping her enthusiastic
about staying in public accounting and engaged in her work.

————

Launched in December 2013, Ef�cientlearning.com offers a single destination for Wiley’s
entire line of elearning and exam review products. Our updated Ef�cient Learning
Platform uni�es the CPAexcel, Wiley CPA Exam Review and Wiley CMA Exam Review to
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